Therapoid Announces the Expansion of the Listserv for Scientists

Members of the “Listserv for Scientists” gain additional access to the exclusive open scientific micro-publishing Therapoid platform that provides financial and DOI awards.

Cincinnati, OH — June 27, 2023 – Therapoid.org is the open science micro-publishing resource, which also hosts the Listserv for Scientists. This Listserv was formerly the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) “Science of Science and Innovation Policy” (SciSIP) listserv. The Listserv for Scientists has a membership of over 400 influential researchers.

With this announcement, Listserv for Scientists members also gain free access to the Therapoid.org publishing resource. This enhanced membership includes access to a Digital Object Identifier (DOI)-awarding message board system through which members can receive DOIs and financial awards for using the platform. DOIs can be thought of as serial numbers assigned to published articles. They are a standard in academic publishing.

Through the awarding of DOIs for their messages, members not only enhance their career prospects, but they establish provenance of their IP. This could help reduce the “scooping” of ideas.

The Therapoid mission is enabling the global research community to impact human, animal, plant, and global environmental conditions in a positive manner. As an open access publishing platform, Therapoid is accessible and inclusive to all science, technology, engineering, arts, humanities, and math (STEAHM) disciplines.

According to Therapoid’s founder, Jason E. Barkeloo, “Therapoid is proud to have hosted the Listserv for Scientists for several years. Now the members of the Listserv can freely join Therapoid’s open scientific micro-publishing ecosystem where they can capture the origination of their ideas and be publicly credited for sharing those ideas.”

When members of the Listserv for Scientists register at Therapoid.org at no charge, they immediately gain a complimentary financial award of 1,500 ScienceCoins. Also, they are entered into a drawing to receive one of four hundred “Scientists of Interest” collectible non-fungible tokens (NFT). Listserv for Scientists members should use this unique and secure link to join Therapoid: https://therapoid.net/en/listserv-registration/.

This financial award system benefits all researchers, but may be particularly beneficial to the economically challenged students and researchers in areas such as Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The financial awards are distributed as ScienceCoins cryptocurrency. Those who want to donate their ScienceCoins to a charity can do so through our collaborator, the American Impact Capital Foundation.

When the Listserv for Scientists members register at Therapoid through that unique link (URL), not only do they gain access to the DOI-awarding Forums, but they also gain access to additional features such as access to grants, a simplified preprint server, intellectual properties (IP), resources, career opportunities, and financial awards. To access these additional no-cost features, members simply opt-in via their Profiles.
Immediate membership in the Listserv is available for those with .edu and verified .org email addresses. For those with other email address suffixes, a subscription request to the Therapoid science team leads to a validation process to determine the qualification for the potential member to join the Listserv. Therapoid is free to everyone regardless of affiliation.

The Therapoid think-tank resource is an ideal venue to debunk scientific misinformation while advancing peer-reviewed scientific communications. Therapoid also has the additional impact of helping its members gain visibility and recognition for their research efforts.

Spammers beware! All posts are screened for inappropriate content.

###

**About Therapoid**

Therapoid, formerly known as Open Therapeutics, provides the scientific community the free Therapoid open scientific micro-publishing platform. Therapoid is a collaboration ecosystem that puts scientists and students at the center of research for positively impacting human, animal, plant, and global environmental health. Therapoid is an inclusive and accessible ecosystem that serves not only STEM, but all the STEAHM disciplines. Therapoid is a proponent of the open science Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) metadata principles (https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles). The entry point into Therapoid is through its unique Forum message boards that award Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) and financial ScienceCoins cryptocurrency. As the member deepens the exploration, s/he gains access to freely provided grant fundings, intellectual properties (IP), equipment, preprint server, career and academic opportunities, and collectibles (non-fungible tokens - NFTs). Therapoid hosts the Listserv for Scientists: https://sciencelistserv.org/postorius/lists/scientists.sciencelistserv.org. All content is provided under a Creative Commons 4.0 ShareAlike (CC4.0 ShareAlike) license. The use of the Polygon layer 2 on the Ethereum blockchain has provided the Company with the opportunity to lead the development of the Decentralized Science (DeSci) movement in Web3. Therapoid can be particularly beneficial to those in economically developing areas of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Recruiters pay to access Therapoid’s members.
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